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Jason X: To the Third Power is a novel written by Nancy Kilpatrick and published by Black Flame.. Official Summary
Edit. Evil gets an upgrade! The world thought it could breathe a sigh of relief when the juggernaut of death known as
Jason Voorhees was cryogenically frozen.

Appearances[ edit ] Jason Voorhees first appears during a nightmare of the main character Alice Hardy
Adrienne King in the original Friday the 13th film; he becomes the main antagonist of the series in its sequels.
As well as the films, there have been books and comics that have either expanded the universe of Jason, or
been based on a minor aspect of him. Films[ edit ] Jason made his first cinematic appearance in the original
Friday the 13th on May 9, In this film, Jason is portrayed in the memories of his mother, Mrs. Voorhees, the
cook at Camp Crystal Lake, seeks revenge for his death, which she blames on the camp counselors. Revealed
to be alive, an adult Jason exacts revenge on Alice for decapitating his mother in the original film. Jason
Steven Dash and Warrington Gillette , returns to Crystal Lake, living there as a hermit and guarding it from all
intruders. Five years later a group of teenagers arrive to set up a new camp, only to be murdered one by one by
Jason, who wears a sack over his head to hide his face. Ginny Amy Steel , the lone survivor , finds a makeshift
shack in the woods with a shrine built around the severed head of Mrs. Voorhees, and surrounded by corpses.
He is left incapacitated as Ginny is taken away in an ambulance. At the same time, Chris Higgins Dana
Kimmell returns to family property with some friends. An unmasked and reclusive Jason kills anyone who
wanders into the barn where he is hiding. Taking a hockey mask from a victim to hide his face, he leaves the
barn to kill the rest of the group. The Final Chapter continues the story, with a presumed-dead Jason Ted
White found by the police and taken to the morgue. Jason awakens at the morgue to kill an attendant and a
nurse, and makes his way back to Crystal Lake. While Trish distracts Jason, Tommy finally kills him with a
machete. While attempting to destroy his body, Tommy inadvertently resurrects Jason C. Graham via a piece
of cemetery fence that acts as a lightning rod. Now possessing superhuman abilities, Jason returns to Crystal
Lake, renamed Forest Green, and begins his killing spree anew. Tommy eventually lures Jason back to the
lake where he drowned as a child and chains him to a boulder on the lake floor, but almost dies in the process.
The New Blood begins an undisclosed amount of time after Jason Lives. Jason Kane Hodder is inadvertently
freed from his chains by the telekinetic Tina Shepard Lar Park Lincoln , who was attempting to resurrect her
father. Jason Takes Manhattan sees Jason return from the grave, brought back to life via an underwater
electrical cable. He follows a group of students on their senior class trip to Manhattan , boarding the Lazarus
to wreak havoc. Upon reaching Manhattan, Jason kills all the survivors but Rennie Jensen Daggett and Sean
Scott Reeves ; he chases them into the sewers, where he is submerged in toxic waste and dies. The FBI sets up
a sting to kill Jason, which proves successful. However, through mystical possession , Jason survives by
passing his demon -infested heart from one being to the next. Though Jason does not physically appear
throughout most of the film, it is learned he has a half-sister and a niece, and that he needs them to retrieve and
reinhabit his body. The film starts off in ; Jason has returned after another unexplained resurrection. Captured
by the U. Jason escapes, killing all but one of his captors, and slices through the cryo-chamber, spilling
cryonics fluid into the room, freezing himself and the only other survivor, Rowan Lexa Doig. Along the way,
he is enhanced by a regenerative nanotechnology process, which gives him an impenetrable metal body.
Finally, he is ejected into space and falls to the planet Earth Two, incinerated in the atmosphere. Krueger has
grown weak, as people in his home town of Springwood have suppressed their fear of him. Jason
accomplishes this, but refuses to stop killing. A battle ensues in both the dream world and Crystal Lake. The
adult Jason Derek Mears kidnaps Whitney Miller Amanda Righetti , a girl who looks like his mother, and
holds her prisoner in his underground tunnels. When his body is dumped into the lake, Jason emerges out of
the water to grab Whitney and their fates are left unknown. When she opens the door, Jason is standing there
with a machete, and he decapitates her. In the novel, instead of being cremated, Elias has Jason buried after his
death. The three-issue series was a condensed version of the film, with a few added scenes that were never
shot. Collins wrote a three-issue, non-canonical miniseries involving a crossover between Jason and
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Leatherface. The story involves Jason stowing away aboard a train, after being released from Crystal Lake
when the area is drained due to heavy toxic waste dumping. Jason meets Leatherface, who adopts him into his
family after the two become friends. Eventually they turn on each other. They did not feature Jason explicitly,
but revolve around people becoming possessed by Jason when they put on his mask. Jason and Jason X
respectively. The Jason X series consisted of four sequels to the novelization of the film. The Experiment was
the first published. In this novel, Jason is being used by the government, who are trying to use his
indestructibility to create their own army of "super soldiers". Bardox and his crew as they try to clone the body
of a comatose Jason, and shows their efforts to stay alive when Jason wakes from his coma. Jason has a son in
this book, conceived through a form of artificial insemination. The story takes place after the events of Freddy
vs. Knowing that Jason caused the recent destruction, Laura, unknown to her brother, sets out to kill Jason
using a paramilitary group, so that she and her brother can sell the property. Bloodbath was released in
September Written by Brian Pulido and illustrated by Mike Wolfer and Andrew Dalhouse, the story involves
a group of teenagers who come from Camp Tomorrow, a camp that sits on Crystal Lake, for work and a
"party-filled weekend". The teenagers discover they share common family backgrounds, and soon awaken
Jason, who hunts them. Written and illustrated by Mike Wolfer, the story takes place after the events of the
film Jason X. A salvage team discovers the spaceship Grendel and awakens a regenerated Jason Voorhees.
Fearbook was released, written by Mike Wolfer with art by Sebastian Fiumara. The comic has Jason being
captured and experimented upon by the Trent Organization; Jason escapes and seeks out Violet, the survivor
of Friday the 13th: Bloodbath, who is being contained by the Trent Organization in their Crystal Lake
headquarters. Church of the Divine Psychopath has Jason resurrected by a religious cult. Pamela is in search of
Jason, who is now part of a traveling sideshow and about to be auctioned off to the highest bidder. The series
depicts various paranormal phenomena occurring at Crystal Lake. The comic book provides new insight into
the psychology of Jason Voorhees as he befriends a boy born with a skull deformity. Ash , starring the two
killers and Ash from the Evil Dead series. Freddy attempts to use Jason to retrieve the book, stating it will
make him a real boy. The miniseries features Jason stalking a trio of teenaged hikers taking shelter from a
blizzard in Camp Crystal Lake. Ash, subtitled The Nightmare Warriors , was released by Wildstorm in Jason
escapes from the bottom of Crystal Lake to resume his hunt for Ash, but is captured by the U. Freddy helps
him escape and appoints him the general of his Deadite army, using the Necronomicon to heal his
accumulated injuries and decomposition; it removes his natural deformities in the process. At the climax of the
story, Jason battles his nemesis Tommy Jarvis and his great-niece Stephanie Kimble ; Stephanie impales him
before Tommy decapitates him with a shard of glass. Miller felt it was a "creepy-sounding name", which was
perfect for his character. Victor Miller explained Jason was not meant to be a creature from the "Black
Lagoon" in his script, and scripted Jason as a mentally disabled young boy; it was Savini who made Jason
deformed. Before he could get started, Cunningham walked in and offered him a different part: The adult role
of Jason Voorhees has been played by various actors, some not credited, others taking great pride in their
parts. Due to the physical demands the adult character requires, and the lack of emotional depth depicted,
many of the actors since have been stuntmen. The most well-known among them is Kane Hodder, who is cited
as the best to play the role. The director Steve Miner felt it was the obvious direction to take the series, as he
felt the audience wanted to know more about the child who attacked Alice in the lake. Miner decided to
pretend as if Alice did not see the "real Jason" in her dream, and Jason had survived his drowning as a boy and
had grown up. Executive producer Frank Mancuso Jr. Miller, who has not seen any of the sequels, took issue
with all of them because they made Jason the villain. Miller believes the best part of his screenplay was that it
was about a mother avenging the senseless death of her son. Miller stated, "Jason was dead from the very
beginning; he was a victim, not a villain. So I go from lead role to no role. Needless to say, I was
disappointed. Gillette auditioned for the role of Paul; that role eventually went to John Furey. Gillette received
credit for playing Jason, while Daskawisz was given credit as the stunt double. When Part 3 was released the
following year, Daskawisz was credited as Jason for the reused footage from the climax of the film. Having
secured a part on Guiding Light , Daskawisz declined. After a simple conversation, Miner decided he was the
right person for the job. Being new to the country, Brooker believed that "playing a psychopathic killer" was
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the best way into the movie business. According to Brooker, "It felt great with the mask on. White went so far
as to not speak to any of the other actors for long stretches. Displeased with his experience from filming,
White had his name removed from the credits. When Ted White turned down the opportunity to return, Dick
Wieand was cast. Feeling alienated during the shoot, Wieand spent most of his time in his trailer.
Chapter 2 : Bookgasm Â» Blog Archive Â» Jason X: To the Third Power
Jason X was a pretty fun movie. But after reading now all the books, I have to say no one has really figured out how to
mesh horror and sci fi nearly as well as the movie managed. A lot of bogging down in pseudo-scientific detail here, at
the expense of making most of the characters interesting.
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Jason X was a pretty fun movie. But after reading now all the books, I have to say no one has really figured out how to
mesh horror and sci fi nearly as well as the movie managed.

Chapter 4 : Jason X: To the Third Power | Friday the 13th Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Jason X has 12 ratings and 2 reviews. Chadwick said: A wealthy and powerful businessman hires a team of young and
brilliant scientists to go to Elysium.

Chapter 5 : - To The Third Power (Jason X) by Nancy Kilpatrick
calendrierdelascience.com: To The Third Power (Jason X) () by Nancy Kilpatrick and a great selection of similar New,
Used and Collectible Books available now at great prices.
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The Third Power Jason X Full Download It takes me 17 hours just to find the right download link, and another 5 hours to
validate it. Internet could be merciless to us.
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Jason X: To the Third Power Author: Louis Fowler Comments(2) Nancy Kilpatrick's JASON X: TO THE THIRD POWER
is the silliest, most ridiculous book so far in the series of original horror novels featuring mass murderer Jason Voorhees
in future space.
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Book Summary: A crossover with five months ago we told our game guarantee even. In as much processing power
meters giving the added that it in electricity I was.
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